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Agenda
In Today’s Session

– Fannie Mae Website
– What is Desktop Underwriter
– What is Risk
– Risk Factors Evaluated by Desktop Underwriter
– Sample Findings Report
– Data Integrity Reminders and Fannie Mae Updates
– Genworth Website

Today’s Session Addresses Only Conventional Loans
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http://fanniemae.com/portal/index.html

Fannie Mae Website
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Desktop Underwriter
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5How Loan Risk is Analyzed

What is Risk?
:Risk analysis is the backbone of mortgage lending

– The lender is deciding whether to give a sizeable loan to the applicant
– The lender will make an informed decision based on the risk in the loan
– By looking at how loans have performed in the past, lenders are able to identify 

factors that appear to increase or decrease the risk in a particular loan
:An important point about the information used in the AUS evaluation

– The systems can only work if the information entered is:
• Accurate
• Truthful
• Complete
• Supportable

An automated system gives you a risk RECOMMENDATION
– The AUS does not decision a file



DU Findings Report and Credit Report
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Risk Factors Evaluated by DU
:Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 10.3

– Credit Factors
• Credit History
• Installment Accounts
• Delinquent Accounts
• Trended Credit Data
• Public Records, Foreclosures and 

Collection Accounts
• Inquiries

7

– Non Credit Risk Factors
• Equity in the Property/LTV
• Liquid Financial Reserves
• Loan Purpose
• Loan Term
• Loan Type
• Occupancy Type
• Debt to Income Ratio
• Property Type
• Number of borrowers
• Self-employment

How Loan Risk is Analyzed

Fannie Mae’s Selling Guide, §B3-2-03, Risk Factors Evaluated by DU

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b3/2/03.html

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b3/2/03.html


Risk Factors Evaluated by DU

8Desktop Underwriter

 DU performs a comprehensive evaluation of these factors, weighing each
factor based on the amount of risk it represents and its importance to the 
recommendation. DU analyzes the results of this evaluation along with the 
evaluation of the borrower’s credit profile to arrive at the underwriting 
recommendation for the loan casefile. 

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b3/2/03.html
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Credit- Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Credit History
 A borrower’s credit history is an account of how well the borrower has
handled credit, both now and in the past. An older, established history—
even though the accounts may have zero balances—will have a more 
positive impact on the borrower’s credit profile than newly established 
accounts. 
 A borrower who has a relatively new credit history (a few recently opened
accounts) is not automatically considered a high credit risk. Successfully 
managing newly established accounts, including making payments as 
agreed, signifies lower risk. 
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Credit- Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Delinquent Accounts
 Payment history is a significant factor in the evaluation of the borrower’s
credit. DU considers the severity of the delinquencies (30, 60, 90, or more 
days late), the length of time since the delinquencies, and the number and 
type of accounts that were not paid as agreed. 
 A payment history that includes bills that are 30 days or more past-due, or a
history of paying bills late as evidenced by a number of accounts with late 
payments, will have a negative impact on the borrower’s credit profile. The 
amount of time that has elapsed since an account was delinquent is an 
important factor included in the evaluation of the payment history.
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Credit- Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Installment Loans
 DU evaluates how well a borrower manages debt for all types of installment
loans such as mortgage, auto, unsecured, and student loans. Research has 
shown that borrowers with no active installment accounts represent a higher 
risk than borrowers who have active installment accounts. 
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Credit- Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Revolving Credit Utilization
 The establishment, use, and amount of revolving credit a borrower has
available are important. Trended credit data is used to evaluate the 
borrower’s ability to manage revolving accounts. A borrower who uses 
revolving accounts conservatively, meaning low revolving credit utilization 
or regular payoff of revolving balance, is considered lower risk. A borrower 
whose revolving credit utilization is high or who has low available revolving 
credit is considered higher risk. 
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Credit- How FICO Scores Are Calculated

13 Cr
ed
 

https://www.myfico.com/credit-education/whats-in-your-credit-score

https://www.myfico.com/credit-education/whats-in-your-credit-score


Credit Freeze

Desktop Underwriter

Borrowers with Credit Freeze
– DU will underwrite if only one repository is frozen 

• A warning message will be issued by DU reminding lenders of their responsibility 
– If two repositories are frozen DU will issue an error message
– If no credit score is generated by the two repositories available, DU will 

underwrite under the guidelines specific for borrowers without traditional credit
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*DU Version 10.2 included the use of trended credit for all three of the repositories
https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b3/2/03.html
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Trended Credit

Desktop Underwriter 15
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Trended Credit

Desktop Underwriter 16

Trended Credit*

*DU Version 10.2 will include the use of trended credit for all three of the repositories

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b3/2/03.html
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Credit- Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Public Records, Foreclosures and Collection Accounts
 A credit history that includes any significant derogatory credit event is
considered high risk. Significant derogatory credit events include 
bankruptcy filings, foreclosures, deeds-in-lieu of foreclosure, preforeclosure
sales, mortgage charge-offs, or accounts that have been turned over to a 
collection agency. 
 The more recent such events occurred, the more adverse the impact is on
the credit profile. Although most public record information is retained in the 
credit history for seven years (ten years for bankruptcies), as time passes, it 
does become less significant to DU’s credit evaluation. 
 Note: Collection accounts reported as medical collections are not used in
the DU risk assessment. 

17Desktop Underwriter
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Credit- Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Inquires
 DU evaluates inquiries made within the most recent 12 months of the credit
report date. Research has shown that a high number of inquiries can 
indicate a higher degree of risk.

18Desktop Underwriter
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Credit Score- Which FICO Models Do We 
Use In The Mortgage Industry?

19

Currently there are many FICO Score versions. www.MyFICO.com
.The chart below illustrates the many versions available

http://www.myfico.com/


20Credit Reports & Credit Scoring

Credit Score
®Fannie Mae’s Desktop Underwriter (DU)
A tri-merge Credit Report is required
FICO scores must be requested for each borrower

– If one or two of the credit repositories do not contain any credit information for 
the borrowers who have traditional credit the credit report is still acceptable as 
long as:

• Credit data is available from one repository

• A credit score is obtained from that one repository, and

• The lender requested a three in-file merged report



21Credit Reports & Credit Scoring

Credit Score
 A Representative Score must be determined for Underwriting and
Delivery of the mortgage file. Follow these steps.

– Fannie Mae recommends obtaining at least two credit scores for each borrower
– Select a single applicable score for underwriting each borrower

• When two scores are obtained, choose the lower
• When three scores are obtained, choose the middle score

– If there is only one borrower, the single applicable score used to underwrite that 
borrower is the representative score for the mortgage. If there are multiple 
borrowers, determine the applicable credit score for each individual borrower and 
select the lowest applicable score from the group as the representative score



Credit Report and Credit Score
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Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Borrower’s Equity and LTV
 The amount of equity in the property is a very important component of the
risk analysis. Research has shown that a borrower who makes a large 
down payment or who has considerable equity in his or her property is less 
likely to become delinquent on a mortgage loan than a borrower who makes 
a small down payment or has a small amount of equity in a property. In 
other words, the more equity a borrower has in the property, the lower the 
risk associated with the borrower’s mortgage loan. 
 DU may use a low LTV ratio to offset other risks that it may identify in the
loan application. 
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24Desktop Underwriter

Borrower’s Equity and LTV
Loan to Value (LTV)

– The relationship between:
• The amount of money borrowed= Loan Amount
• The lesser of the Sales Price or Appraised Value of the property 
• Refinance the LTV is calculated off the Appraised Value

– Example: 
• Mortgage: $100,000
• Appraised value: $80,000
• LTV: 80%

Value 
$80,000

Mortgage Loan $100,000

- =
Negative Equity ($20,000)



Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Liquid Reserves
 Liquid reserves are those financial assets that are available to a borrower
after a loan closes. Reserves are calculated as the total amount of liquid 
assets remaining after the loan transaction closes divided by the qualifying 
payment amount. 
 DU considers higher amounts of liquid reserves as more favorable than
lower amounts or no reserves. Research has shown that mortgages to 
borrowers with higher amounts of liquid reserves tend to have lower 
delinquency rates. As with a low LTV ratio, DU may consider high amounts 
of reserves as an offset for other risks that it may identify in the loan 
application. 

25Desktop Underwriter
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26Desktop Underwriter

DU Risk Assessment Information
Liquid Reserves = The liquid assets remaining after the loan closes

– To calculate reserves you typically divide the remaining liquid assets by the 
proposed PITIA of the subject property

• Based on the use of the subject property, additional reserves may be required on other 
properties already owned

– The monthly PITIA includes
• Principal and Interest
• Hazard, flood and/or mortgage insurance premiums (as applicable)
• Real Estate Taxes
• Ground rent and/or special assessments
• Owner’s association dues or monthly coop corporation fees
• Any subordinate financing payments

– The lack of any reserves will be considered a risk factor

*See DU 10.0 changes on reserves



27Desktop Underwriter

How to Calculate Reserves - 1003 Fields

$132,615 Liquid Assets - $19,093 Cash to Close 
= $113,522 Remaining Assets

$113,522 Assets / $2,749 Proposed PITI = 41 months in Reserves



Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Loan Purpose
 There is a certain level of risk associated with every transaction, whether it
is a purchase or a refinance. Purchase transactions represent less risk than 
refinance transactions. When evaluating refinance transactions, a limited 
cash-out refinance transaction represents less risk than a cash-out 
refinance transaction. For construction-to-permanent transactions, DU 
determines the purpose of refinance based on the amount of cash the 
borrower is receiving at closing. 

28Desktop Underwriter
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29How Loan Risk is Analyzed

Loan Purpose
Why the money is being borrowed can influence the risk

– Purchase
– Refinance

• No cash-out/limited cash-out/rate and term
• Cash-out

– Purchase transactions continue to represent less risk than refinances
– Limited cash-out refinance transactions represent less risk than cash-out
– Cash-out refinance transactions represent higher risk

Purchase No/Limited Cash-Out
Rate and Term

Cash-out



Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Loan Term
 Research has shown that mortgages to borrowers who choose to finance
their mortgages over shorter terms and build up equity in their properties 
faster generally tend to perform better than mortgages with longer 
amortization periods. 
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31Desktop Underwriter

Loan Term
Loan Term

– The number of months until the loan is repaid in full
• 30 year loan is 360 months
• 15 year loan is 180 months

– Shorter term - Equity builds faster
– See Amortization Schedules, Next Slides



Loan Term- 30 Year Amortization Schedule

32

$165,000 - $159,316 = $5,684

$836.03 x 24 monthly payments = $20,064

Desktop Underwriter



Loan Term- 15 Year Amortization Schedule

33

$165,000 - $147,860 = $17,140

$1,241.26 x 24 monthly payments = $29,790

$11,456 lower balance - $9,726 more payments = more Equity!

Desktop Underwriter



Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Loan Amortization Term
 Research has shown that there is a difference in loan performance based
on the manner in which the mortgage amortizes. Fixed-rate mortgages will 
be viewed as representing less risk than adjustable-rate mortgages. 

34Desktop Underwriter

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b3/2/03.html

The process by which monthly payments are calculated:
– Fixed Rate: the principle and interest payments stay the same for the life of the 

loan
• Fixed Rate = No changing P&I Payments

– ARM: The interest rate and payments can change during the life of the loan
• Adjustable Rate = Possible Changing P&I Payments

– Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARM’s) typically have payment caps limiting the amount the 
interest rate may change per adjustment and for the life of the loan, but can mean higher 
mortgage payments to the borrower

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b3/2/03.html


35Desktop Underwriter

Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 

Primary Second Investment

Occupancy Type
 Performance statistics on investor loans are notably worse than those of
owner-occupied or second home loans. Owner-occupied transactions 
represent the least risk, followed by second home transactions, and 
investment property transactions having the highest risk level. 

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b3/2/03.html
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Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Debt to Income
 In DU’s evaluation, generally, the lower the borrower’s debt-to-income ratio
(DTI ratio), the lower the associated risk. As the ratio increases, the level of 
risk also tends to increase; and a high ratio will have the greatest adverse 
impact on the recommendation when there are also other high-risk factors 
present. 

36Desktop Underwriter
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Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Housing Expense Ratio
 ,Borrowers with lower housing expense ratios are considered lower risk
while those with higher housing expense ratios are considered higher risk. 
Research has shown that borrowers whose total monthly expenses are 
composed primarily of their housing expense may find it more difficult to pay 
this expense when experiencing an event that would cause financial 
distress, such as the loss of a job. 

37Desktop Underwriter
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For loan casefiles underwritten through DU
– DU determines the maximum allowable debt-to income ratio based on the overall risk 

assessment of the loan casefile
– DU will apply a maximum allowable total expense ratio of 50% for non-HARP loans

Desktop Underwriter

Housing Expense Ratio

38



Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Property Type
 Another important factor that DU considers in the risk analysis is the
collateral or property type. DU differentiates the risk based on the number of 
units, and in some cases the property type (e.g., manufactured home). 
 The level of risk associated with each property type is as follows, starting
with those property types representing the least amount of risk: 
;one-unit properties
;two-, three-, and four-unit properties
.manufactured homes

39Desktop Underwriter
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Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Co-Borrowers
 DU considers the number of borrowers (who have traditional credit) on a
mortgage application in its evaluation because, generally, the presence of 
more than one borrower helps to reduce risk. Research has shown that 
mortgages that have more than one borrower tend to have a lower 
delinquency rate than mortgages with one borrower. However, additional 
borrowers tend to reduce risk only when they have good credit histories. 

40Desktop Underwriter
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Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
Self Employment
 Self-employment income can vary from year-to-year and because of the
increased chance of uneven cash flows, self-employment adds a layer of 
risk that is not present with salaried borrowers. Research has shown that 
self-employed borrowers tend to become delinquent on their mortgages 
more often than salaried borrowers, when all other risk factors are held 
constant. 
 DU considers self-employment in the risk assessment when the only
borrower on the loan is self-employed as his or her primary source of 
income, or when two of the borrowers on the loan are self-employed as 
their primary source of income. 

41Desktop Underwriter
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Risk Factors Evaluated by DU 
  Risk Factors For Loans Where No Borrower Has a Score
 DU will consider the following factors when evaluating the overall credit risk
of the loan when no borrower on the loan casefile has traditional credit and 
a credit score: 
 ,borrower’s equity and LTV ratio
liquid reserves, and
.DTI ratio

42Desktop Underwriter
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 ,For loan files where no borrowers have established traditional credit
DU will apply the following additional guidelines:

– Principal residence where all the borrowers will occupy the property
– One-unit property (not a manufactured home)
– Purchase or limited cash-out transaction
– Fixed-rate
– Conforming loan amount (may not be a high-balance loan)
– LTV, CLTV and HCLTV may not exceed 90%
– DTI must be less than 40%

• DU will require the lender verify at least two non-traditional credit sources for each 
borrower, one must be housing-related

• A 12 month history is required for each source 
• See Fannie Mae’s Selling Guide for guidance

No Borrower Has A Score

Desktop Underwriter

Loan Casefiles That Do Not Meet These Guidelines Will Receive An “Out Of Scope” 
Recommendation 

These loans may still be eligible for manual underwriting to existing guidelines for non-traditional credit
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General Lender Requirements
:When underwriting loans with DU, the lender must

– Employ prudent underwriting judgment
– Confirm the accuracy of the data it submits
– Ensure that the loan complies with all of the verification messages and approval 

conditions 
– Apply due diligence when reviewing the documentation in the loan file
– Review the credit report to confirm the borrower’s credit history was accurate 

and complete 
– Determine if there is any potentially derogatory or contradictory information
– Take action when erroneous data, contradictory or derogatory information are in 

the loan file
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Sample Messages

Desktop Underwriter

New Enhanced Coloring of Messages Added, Changed or Removed
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Sample Messages

Desktop Underwriter

 Filtering Options of Messages New Enhanced Coloring of Messages
Added, Changed or Removed
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SUMMARY:  Contains “DU” Recommendation and Purchase Eligibility

DAY 1 CERTAINTY MESSAGES:  Day 1 certainty or Enforcement relief on 
property value)

RISK AND ELIGIBILITY:  Provides details on risk recommendation and why 
loan is NOT eligible for delivery and possible data entry errors

FINDINGS SECTION:  Indicates strengths in the file/loan application

VERIFICATION MESSAGE/APPROVAL CONDITIONS SECTION:  Contains 
minimum DU requirements for documentation and potential red flag 
messages

OBSERVATIONS SECTION:  Contains “FYI” for you and your lender

UNDERWRITING ANALYSIS REPORT:  Modern 1008/Summary of the 
transaction

LENDER GUIDANCE FOR USE WITH APPLICANTS:  Will appear only on 
Refer/w Caution Recommendation

Analyzing Reports
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Sample DU Findings Report

Desktop Underwriter

Summary Section
–Contains “Recommendation
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Recommendations 
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 Approve/Eligible
 Approve/Ineligible
 Refer with Caution
 Out of Scope
 Error



Sample DU Findings Report

Desktop Underwriter

Summary of Findings
–Review for Accuracy 
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Sample DU Findings Report
 Risk/Eligibility

– Why NOT eligible
– How underwritten (specific product/program)
– Potential inaccuracies
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Sample DU Findings Report
 Findings

– Strengths in the loan application
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:Verification Messages Broken out by Topic
–General messages

•Potential Red Flag Messages
•Document Expiration date
•MI requirements

–Credit and Liabilities
•Bankruptcy, foreclosures, charge offs
•Late pays, payoff of accounts, omitted liabilities

–Employment and Income
•Documentation requirements

–Assets and Reserves
•Amount to verify
•Liquidation

–Property and Appraisal Information
•Appraisal Type
•Project Review Type

Desktop Underwriter

Sample DU Findings Report
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When Viewing In HTML You Can Sort Messages In Any Order



Sample DU Findings Report
Verification Message/Approval Conditions

– “Heart “of the Findings Report
– Provides minimum documentation
– Refer to the Selling Guide for more information
– Follow specific investor overlays, if applicable
– Genworth MI Simply Underwrite for your DU Approve/Eligible loans
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Sample DU Findings Report

Desktop Underwriter

Summary Section
–Fixed or ARM?
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ARM Qualifying Rate

Desktop Underwriter

Always Enter The Index And Margin On ARM Loans
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:Verification Messages Broken out by Topic
–Sample Potential Red Flag message

•Social Security Alerts

Desktop Underwriter

Sample DU Findings Report
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:Verification Messages Broken out by Topic
–Sample general messages

Desktop Underwriter

Sample DU Findings Report
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:Verification Messages Broken out by Topic
–Sample general messages

•Maximum LTV/CLTV/HCLTV
•When MI is needed coverage requirements are provided and a reminder to verify proper 
premium is included on the loan application

Desktop Underwriter

Sample DU Findings Report
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•General Levels of Documentation:  Base Earnings 
– Recent pay stub dated within 30 days of application and previous one or two years W-2s
– Verbal verification of employment within 10 business days of closing or after closing but 

prior to loan delivery
– Or a written verification of employment (Written VOE 1005) can be used in place of either 

of the above documentation as long as it contains applicable information

Sample DU Findings Report
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•General Levels of Documentation: Self-Employment
– Most recent one year personal and federal business tax returns (Only one year required for 

certain cases  but borrowers still must be self-employed for two years) OR
– Most recent two years personal and two years federal business tax returns
– Profit and loss statement may be required by your investors or on a case by case basis
– Verbal VOE required to verify existence of a business within 120 calendar days of note 

date, or after closing but prior to loan delivery for all self employed borrowers

Desktop Underwriter

Sample DU Findings Report
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•General Underwriting Requirements
– Lenders must review the “type” of income earned and entered in DU; income used for 

qualifying must be reasonably stable and likely to continue at the current levels. RED 
FLAG: Declining income

– Bonus and Overtime must be annualized or not used at all.
– Employment by a relative or an interested party to the transaction requires applicant to 

provide tax returns regardless of the DU income documentation message
– Second Job must have a minimum typically of a two year history
– Enter self employed income in “base” income field & sure to mark the self employment box
– Non taxable sources of income can typically be grossed up 25% if evidence provided to 

verify the income is non-taxable 
– Handwritten pay stubs, pay stubs that do not contain ytd income or “stale dated” pay stubs  

are typically not acceptable 
– For loans where the borrower will begin employment after the note date, enter time on job 

as zero years and zero months

Desktop Underwriter

Income and Employment
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Observation Section Lists Total Assets Entered By Type; Underwriting 
Analysis Report Lists Total Funds Required Including Any Reserves

Desktop Underwriter

Sample DU Findings Report

Additional Reserves May Need To Be Verified  If Paying Down Accounts, Paying Off 
Collections  Or Judgments Or Tax Liens

63

Assets Entered By Type Total Funds Required



:Verification Messages Broken out by Topic
–Assets and Reserves

•Amount to verify, liquidation, discounting of value, documentation 
requirements
•Access requirements

Desktop Underwriter

Sample DU Findings Report
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Sample DU Findings Report

Desktop Underwriter

Observations
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Sample DU Findings Report
 Underwriting Analysis
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Reminders
•Lenders are responsible for integrity of the data submitted to DU

– Do you have all pages to the bank statement and are all large deposits addressed 
and sourced?

– Retirement accounts?  Access verified if required?  Fully vested?  Did you subtract 
any outstanding loans and is applicant fully vested?

– Truncated account numbers allowed as long as the last four digits are displayed
– Paying off a second mortgage?  Verify it was used to purchase the property or treat 

the loan as a cash out.  Also verify seasoning requirements for ownership and taking 
cash out.

– Refinance:  Is the property currently offered for sale or has it been offered for sale in 
the past six months?  For refinance transactions, properties must have been taken 
off the market as of loan disbursement date. 

– Is Property type entered correctly (condo, PUD, manufactured home)
– Are the HOA dues, flood insurance or MI payments included in the housing payment, 

if applicable?  Do you have written support?
– Does the occupancy make sense? Are the “Potential Red Flags” cleared as per the 

DU findings report?
– Are all the assets per DU verified plus any additional that are needed to payoff a 

judgment or collection?  Evidence of liquidation if needed?  Additional reserves?
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Reminders & Updates From Fannie Mae
•Lenders are responsible for integrity of the data submitted to DU

– Deferred loans must always be included in the debt ratio; Use amount on credit report, 1% 
of unpaid balance or actual verified payment

– Student loans in repayment use actual payment per credit report or student loan 
documentation; Payment may be zero if verified and IBR plan and the payment is zero.

– Lease Payments must always be included in the debit ratio regardless of number of 
payments remaining

– Installment/lease debt without a payment on the credit report, you must obtain 
documentation to verify the actual monthly payment amount (Exception:  Deferred Student 
loans see Selling Guide)

– Include revolving debt unless being paid off prior to or at closing; A payment may still be 
used based on underwriter judgment

– Income:  Break it out by type, check trends, history of receipt
– Do names, addresses and social security numbers match from document to document?
– Discontinuance of the Form 1004MC effective August 7, 2018
– Introduction of the High Loan-to Value Refinance Option which replaces the current DU 

Refi PlusTM and Refi PlusTM (Applications may be taken November 1, 2018)
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Reminders & Updates From Fannie Mae
•Lenders are responsible for integrity of the data submitted to DU

– Loans in process where an appraisal as been ordered and submitted and the property is in 
a designated disaster area, property will become eligible for a PIW on a future transaction 
if it meets requirements of Chapter B4-1,4-10, Appraisal Waivers

– Tax Liens may be included as a debt instead of having to payoff, see guidelines to be able 
to include as a payment

– Field reviews are no longer required for properties with values over $1,000,000 with 
LTV/CLTV over 75%

– Lenders required to choose the most reliable appraisal when two appraisals are obtained
– Waiver of project reviews for all detached condo units (excluding manufactured homes) 

and allow use of C-T-P financing for detached condo units
– HomeStyle Renovation eligibility allows LTV up to 97% for 1-unit primary homes
– Anything entered in these new fields, the casefile will be underwritten as a HomeStyle

Energy Mortgage)
• Energy Improvement Amount PACE Loan Payoff Amount

– Allow lenders to underwrite loans (either with DU or through manual underwriting) for 
borrowers who have frozen credit at only one of the three national credit repositories.

– Native American tribes and their instrumentalities as eligible providers for Community 
Second Mortgages
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Reminders & Updates From Fannie Mae
•Lenders are responsible for integrity of the data submitted to DU

– DU casefile or the Doc File ID may not be used more than once and a new error message 
will appear if a lender attempts to do so

– DU loan casefile archival policy is extended from 270 days (9 months) to 28 months and 
DU will now use the date the casefile file was last submitted to determine archival date

– Fannie Mae does allow loans to be closed in the name of a trust but exceptions are 
allowed for Inter Vivos Revocable Trusts

– To exclude a liability that someone else pays requires documentation for 12 months 
showing timely payment and to exclude a mortgage, they must be a co-signer

– When excluding a mortgage payment that someone else has been verified making the 
payments, it is the PITIA that can be excluded as long as no rental income is being used 
from that property; Note that the property MUST be included in the borrower’s multiple 
financed property count & the UPB for the mortgage must be included in the calculation of 
reserves for multiple financed properties

– Premium pricing (which is a when a borrower selects a higher interest rate in exchange for 
a lender credit) cannot be used for any portion of the down payment or reserves and 
should not exceed the closing costs.

– Lender credits derived from premium pricing is not considered an IPC even if the lender is 
an interested party to the transaction
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Reminders & Updates From Fannie Mae
•Lenders are responsible for integrity of the data submitted to DU

– An appraisal waiver is not eligible for investment properties if you are using rental income 
from the subject property

– Appraisal waiver is not eligible if an appraisal has been uploaded through the UCDP
– Most civil judgements will NOT appear on the credit report due to implementation of the 

National Consumer Assistance Plan in 2017; Fannie Mae policy did not change.  The 
Selling guide defines lender responsibilities and requirements for payoff of liens, judgments 
and undisclosed liabilities
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Fannie Mae Communications
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www.FannieMae.com
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Selling Guide

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/index.html
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DU Credit-related Error Codes Job Aid
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Day 1 Certainty®
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 With Day 1 Certainty®, you get freedom from reps and warrants and
greater speed and simplicity. With the DU Validation Service, you can 
validate loan application data upfront.

Desktop Underwriter

https://www.fanniemae.com/singlefamily/desktop-underwriter-validation-service
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Day 1 CertaintyTM

https://www.fanniemae.com/singlefamily/desktop-underwriter-validation-service
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DU Validation Service
– Optional Service via DU Lenders Must Activate to use

– Execute contract with vendor(s), then execute contract/agreements with Fannie 
Mae

– Validation Options for Income, Assets and Employment verified by Third Party 
Data Vendor (i.e. The Work Number® from Equifax®)

– Tax transcripts used from a tax transcript Service used for Social Security 
Income, pension/retirement income, and self-employment income for sole 
proprietors (schedule c income)

– Lenders can use one or all of the services
– DU validation service will be applied for ALL DU casefiles underwritten by 

participating lenders that have activated the service
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DU Validation Service
– Lenders obtain borrower consent then orders the “verification report(s)”
– Lender reviews report for any discrepancies with borrower
– Lender enters details into DU and submits
– DU obtains a “duplicate” report from the vendor using loan number or reference 

number. (Lender loan #, social security number must match in DU to the report)
– DU performs its own income and asset calculation to arrive at a value that is 

compared to DU.
– Employment status can also be verified
– DU returns messages related to the components submitted for validation:

• Income is validated on a per-borrower and per-income basis
• Assets are validated on a loan-level basis
• Employed is validated on a per-borrower and per-employer basis

– When a component of the file (income, assets, or employment) is validated in 
DU, Fannie Mae will not enforce representations and warranties with regard to:

• Accuracy of income calculation, asset calculation, and borrower employment status at 
the time of closing

• Integrity of the data from the designated vendor
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How It Works-Income Example
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Job Aids for Functionality
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https://www.fanniemae.com/content/job-aid/desktop-underwriter/topic/du_welcome.htm
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DU Job Aid
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https://www.fanniemae.com/content/job_aid/desktop-underwriter-dti-ratio-job-aid.pdf
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Desktop Underwriter Potential Red Flag 
Messages - Updated 

Desktop Underwriter

Messages Must Be Cleared
–Provides message text
–Why message appeared
–Possible ways to clear or resolve

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/tool/du-potential-red-flag-message-matrix.pdf
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FAQs
Appraisal Waivers
Appraisal and Property-Related
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Appraisal Updates
Modular Home Updates 2018-09

– On-frame modular homes that comply with local building codes, attached to a 
permanent foundation, and are built using the same materials as comparable 
stick-built homes are now an eligible property type.

– These homes will follow the same eligibility and underwriting criteria as stick-built 
homes.  

– Clarifying that multi-unit buildings such as attached condos and townhomes may 
be built using modular construction techniques that comply with local building 
codes.    
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DU 10.3 Updates Appraisal Waivers
 Effective December 8, Rural High-Needs Appraisal Waiver
Available
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Appraisal Waiver Updates
 Available for Certain Purchase and Refinance DU Casefiles

– When a casefile is eligible for an appraisal waiver, Fannie Mae accepts the 
“submitted” value estimate as the market value.

– Fannie Mae provides relief of reps and warranties on the value, condition and
marketability of the property if the lender exercises the appraisal waiver option.

– To even receive an appraisal waiver message on the DU findings:
• A prior appraisal must be found for the subject property in Fannie Mae’s Collateral 

Underwriter® (CUTM) data
• That appraisal must be associated with one of the borrowers on the loan casefile for 

refinances.
• Property and transaction must meet criteria found in the Selling Guide...see next slide

– Fannie Mae no longer is charging the $75 fee to exercise the option;  SFC 801 is 
used upon delivery

– While Fannie Mae offers an appraisal waiver option, always check your own 
policies and procedures to ensure no overlay for an appraisal exist
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Appraisal Waivers-Ineligible Transactions
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 Fannie offers enforcement relief on reps/warranties related to property
value on certain loan casefiles when:

– Appraisal received a CU Risk Score of 2.5 or below, and
– Property type is a one-unit detached, attached or condominium property

:The following fields must be provided in DU
– The Actual Vs Estimated Appraised Value indicator…it must be submitted as 

“Actual” (Additional Data Screen)
• The value entered and zip code in UCDP® must match what was entered in DU.

– Doc file ID assigned from UCDP® must be provided (Additional Data Screen)
– Message will appear either way “Eligible for Relief” or “NOT Eligible for Relief”

Property Value Enforcement Relief 
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 If Property Type Condominium, Project Review Type Message Will
Appear:

Desktop Underwriter

Property and Appraisal-Condos

2018-01 detached condos no longer require project approval (excluded manufactured homes)
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Condo Project Manager 8.2 Release Notes

Desktop Underwriter

On Aug. 18th Condo Project 
Manager™ (CPM™) was updated to 
align with the changes related to 
condo policies communicated in 
Selling Guide Announcement SEL-
2018-05. 
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Genworth Underwriting Guidelines
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Genworth Rate Express®
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LOS Connections
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Training Tools and Information
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Training Tools and Information
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Additional MI Site Information
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 ActionCenter®: 800 444.5664
 Your Local Genworth 

Regional Underwriter
 Your Genworth Sales 

Representative

Your Genworth Resources
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Legal Disclaimer
 Genworth Mortgage Insurance is happy to provide you with these training materials. While we strive for
accuracy, we also know that any discussion of laws and their application to particular facts is subject to 
individual interpretation, change, and other uncertainties. Our training is not intended as legal advice, and is 
not a substitute for advice of counsel. You should always check with your own legal advisors for 
interpretations of legal and compliance principles applicable to your business. 

 ,GENWORTH EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, WITH RESPECT TO THESE MATERIALS AND THE RELATED TRAINING. IN 
NO EVENT SHALL GENWORTH BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER WITH RESPECT TO THE TRAINING AND 
THE MATERIALS.

Genworth Mortgage Insurance Offers A Comprehensive Suite Of Training 
Opportunities To Boost Your Know-How, Benefit Your Bottom Line, And Serve Your 

Borrowers Better. Visit mi.genworth.com To Learn More.

Collateral Underwriter®, Home Ready® and Desktop Underwriter® or DU® are registered trademarks of Fannie Mae
Loan Product Advisor®, Home Possible®, Loan Collateral Advisor® and Home Value Explorer® (HVE®) are registered trademarks of Freddie Mac
ActionCenter®, Homebuyer Privileges® and Rate Express® are registered trademarks of Genworth Mortgage Insurance
Simply UnderwriteSM is a registered service mark of Genworth Mortgage Insurance
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